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FINDINGS OF CONSULTING MARKET
TREND SURVEY 2019

 

SUMMARY OF ESSENTIAL FINDINGS

73% of respondents (client organizations) have

already conducted one or more projects in the

area of “digital transformation” together with

external consultants. 65% of clients believe that

these projects were only partially successful.

Our regularly conducted consulting market trends studies always revolve

around the most actual topics and developments. This year’s trend study

addresses one of the most prevalent challenges of today:

 

How can complex, digital transformations of organizations be successfully

accomplished with the help of external consultants?

CLIENT EXPECTATIONS NOT MET BY
CONSULTANTS IN DIGITAL PROJECTS:

Approx. ¼ of the surveyed clients

criticize lack of detailed work and/ or

miss coverage of groundbreaking

inventions in the field of digital

transformation.

 

Only 18% of surveyed clients state that

consultants have fully met the

expectations in terms of relevance of

results for and alignment of results

with the daily business of the client

organizations. It seems that most

consultants still rely on theoretical

digital concepts.
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WHAT’S THE CURRENT STATE OF THE CONSULTING
INDUSTRY AS KNOWLEDGE PROVIDER AND ENABLER FOR

CLIENT ORGANIZATIONS?

The roles of consultants and the way they collaborate with client organizations are

changing: Consultants not only are “trusted advisors” or “concept and knowledge

providers”, but “co-entrepreneurs” or even “co-operators”.

SUCCESSFUL TRANSFORMATION PROJECTS NEED A BROAD PORTFOLIO OF SKILLS

It’s clear what clients expect today. Consultants should help them to implement

pending and necessary (digital) transformation processes quicker, more efficient and

more effective than clients would be able to accomplish on their own.

To meet these requirements especially of complex digital transformations one has to

be able to draw on a broad portfolio of distinctive skills:

 

1) Understand your clients and know their markets: 

-It’s not only about the already manifold postulated

knowledge of a client’s industry and its business

logic but also about the specific understanding of a

client’s reasons and motives why to undergo

complex digital transformation processes. There

are different triggers why clients need complex

(digital) transformation: urgency of change, fear of

disruption, decreasing revenues or margins, and

the fear of being left behind.

 

2) Competition, organization, culture, customer

centricity: 

If a consultant really intends to contribute to

transformation he must be able to overcome

traditional barriers between distinctive service

lines: Complex transformation projects require

skills, capabilities and knowledge within the field

of traditional strategy consulting in order to

understand (partially disruptive) market

conditions and competitive environment, in order

to develop forward-thinking, innovative and goal-

oriented solutions or concepts;
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skills, capabilities and knowledge within the field

of organizational and cultural development in

order to be able to involve, motivate and enable

client employees; skills, capabilities and knowledge

to determine digital use cases for clients and to

assess digital feasibility which requires knowledge

of technical ecosystems of competitors and

technological opportunities. And, last but not least,

skills, capabilities and knowledge to take the end

customers’ view and to identify of emerging client

needs.

 

3) „Old“ and „new“ knowledge and skills:

Hence, consultants face the big challenge to

combine and accommodate these distinctive skills

in their organizations and teams, to find ways to

break down internal barriers (“service silos”) and

ensure that people with very different skills and

perspectives can work seamlessly together in

multidisciplinary teams.

 

Since transformation projects bear a high degree

of uncertainty and complexity, consultants must

be able to help clients make things easier by using

new methodologies that simplify projects. Besides

«old skills» (like problem solving or technical and

functional knowledge) consultants therefore need

especially «new skills» best described probably as

the «talent» to realize the new digital world and to

recognize the needs of new client generations and

to build solutions based on state-of-the-art media

and tools which create innovative client

experiences. Main challenge hereby is to identify

the right solutions at the right time, to make

products and services of client organizations

attractive and establish sustainable business

models by transforming people and organizations.

OUR RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CLIENTS AND CONSULTANTS IN TIMES OF 
DIGITAL CHANGE

Can client organizations (still) count on the value of good advice? And can the

consulting industry under these market conditions still be confident to grow above

average and sustainably?

 

Both clients and consultants have to be concerned about the same topics in order to

secure the value of consulting and therefore successful projects and growth for both

sides in the future.

Client organizations must ensure that they choose consultants which bring with all

the necessary skills and capabilities, consultants have to ensure that their products

and services and their organization support delivery capability and value-added for

clients:
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OUR EXPERTISE AND SERVICES IN THE AREA OF

SEARCHING & EVALUATING CONSULTANTS FOR CLIENTS AND DEVELOPING GROWTH &

DIFFERENTIATION STRATEGIES FOR CONSULTING COMPANIES:

 

 

3) Creativity: 

New impetus, innovative perspectives and findings,

experience from other companies and new

approaches and creative methodologies are critical

to find holistic, entrepreneurial and pragmatic

answers and to quickly develop solutions which are

right for the business.

 

5) Results: 

The ability to deliver solutions and evidence of

what can be achieved will value more than the

image/ brand or size of a consulting company. The

value of a consulting company is not only based

on excellent functional and technical skills,

superior methodologies and tools or market and

industry expertise. More than ever, consulting

companies will differentiate themselves and will

generate value for their clients through the way

they work together with client organizations and

the capability to deliver and implement eligible

solutions and results.

 

 

4) New services and delivery models: 

Consulting companies have to come up with a

blend of practical and specialist know-how,

combined with flexibility in how to work with

clients and supported by modern data science and

analysis tools to understand complex

interrelations between their clients’ markets,

customers, processes, etc. These also requires a

fundamental change of their business models: this

way of working will replace conventional advice

and the “people plus time” business model with

clearly defined propositions that combine smart

software and proprietary data with deep

consulting skills.

Dr. Christoph Treichler
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1) End-to-end transformation approach:

Digital transformation means bringing together

many different skills and disciplines and enabling

people with different qualifications, perspectives

and roles work seamlessly together. Consulting

firms that are organized around discrete service

lines and merely “accumulate” different functional,

technological and market skills are bound to

struggle. It will be critical for consulting firms to

develop and organize around distinctive and

coherent “service bundles or packages” and to be

able to deliver “game changing” results for their

clients. 

2) Agility: 

Today’s market and competitive conditions

demand increasingly agile strategies, interactive

approaches and smaller, shorter and more flexible

projects. If the economic and technological

environment is changing in increasingly shorter

time, client organizations need to react quickly,

adapting their market approach and reconfiguring

existing services and capabilities to suit the new

conditions.
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